COLLEC TOR’S EDITION

NEW FOR

2020

WELCOME TO THE
NEXT 150 YEARS OF
MARLIN INNOVATION.
In 2020, we’re honored to unveil two 150 th Anniversary offerings – honed to
perfection in timeless guncraft tradition. We are also introducing our Dark Series,
outfitted with every performance-enhancing feature a modern hunter could want.
These, and every rifle on the pages within, proudly represent the pinnacle of a
century-and-a-half of Marlin innovation.

MARLIN DARK SERIES
Blacked-out looks and tricked-out performance combine to create the ultimate rendition of the strongest, smoothest, most
accurate lever actions ever built. Marlin Dark Series features include a 16.5” threaded barrel, stealthy-tough black matte
parkerized finish, big-loop lever wrapped in paracord and XS lever rail with ghost ring sight and more. See page 14

MODEL 336

MODEL 1894
MODEL 1895

MODEL 444
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ANNIVERSARY GUNS

150 TH ANNIVERSARY MODEL 444
What better way to celebrate 150 years of lever-gun superiority than with a
custom grade, engraved, gold-inlaid big bore? Finely crafted in every detail
and chambered in the flat-shooting, hard-hitting 444 Marlin. See page 20

150 TH ANNIVERSARY MODEL 60SS
One of the most popular autoloading rimfires of all time, adorned with a
special 150 th anniversary medallion in its American black walnut stock.
It’s the premier offering of our 2020 rimfire lineup. See page 40

LEVER ACTION GUNS

MODEL 336C COMPACT
It is a timeless classic and one of the most popular hunting rifles in
North America, now in a new compact version with all the fast-handling
maneuverability a 16.5” barrel can deliver. See page 26

MODEL 1895 410
The proud tradition of one of the most popular big-bore families of all
time continues, in an all-new .410-bore offering. Ideal for fast-moving
small game like squirrel and rabbit. See page 22

MarlinFirearms.com |
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CELEBRATING 150 YEARS
OF THE AMERICAN HUNTER.
LONG LIVE SUNRISE IN A DEER STAND. FOR 150 YEARS, IT’S BEEN
YOUR PASSION THAT’S DRIVEN US TO BUILD THE BEST RIFLES
WE KNOW HOW. THE MILLIONS OF MARLINS IN AMERICA’S
GUNRACKS ARE THE GREATEST VOTE OF CONFIDENCE WE COULD
EVER RECEIVE. THANK YOU. IN 2020, WE CAN SAY WITH PRIDE
THAT THE RIFLES WE’RE MAKING TODAY ARE THE FINEST TO

NEW PRODUCTS

2

LEVER ACTION RIFLES

12

CUSTOM SHOP

30

RIMFIRE RIFLES

32

NEXT GENERATION OF THE STRONGEST, SMOOTHEST, MOST

AMMUNITION

42

ACCURATE LEVER ACTIONS EVER BUILT. LONG LIVE AMERICAN

ACCESSORIES

44

INNOVATION AND THE PURSUIT OF WILD GAME. LONG LIVE THE

SPECIFICATIONS

45

EVER BEAR THE MARLIN NAME. THE PERFECT BALANCE OF
TRIED AND TRUE ENGINEERING AND TECHNICAL ADVANCEMENT.
NOW, MORE THAN EVER, WE ARE PROUD TO OFFER THE

REFUSAL TO FOLLOW THE HERD. LONG LIVE THE LEVER GUN.

MarlinFirearms.com |
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J. M. MARLIN,

AN AMERICAN STORY.

Pre-WWI photo of
The Marlin Firearms Company

In 1870, John M. Marlin set out to build firearms that matched
America’s fierce independent spirit. Although rifles, pistols and
shotguns of nearly every t ype would bear the Marlin brand, his
singular accomplishment would be a lever action of exceptional
strength, smoothness and accuracy – hallmarks of the legendary
lever guns that outperform all others to this day.
Marlin proudly marks its 150 th anniversary with the modern
descendants of that same lever action – now built with
the tightest manufacturing tolerances in our history and
custom-grade performance enhancements rarely seen in a
lever-gun plat form. Long live the adventurous spirit of the
woods and the right to pursue wild game. Long live American
innovation and pride in craf t.

Single-shot rifle believed
to be a Marlin prototype to
replace the ballard.

MarlinFirearms.com |
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LONG LIVE THE LEVER GUN,
CONTINUOUSLY INNOVATING THE STRONGEST, SMOOTHEST,
MOST ACCURATE LEVER ACTIONS OF ALL TIME.

An evolution of the
Model 1894, the 1895’s
larger receiver, barrel and
magazine accommodated
larger-bore centerfire
chamberings.

MODEL 1889

J. M. Marlin opens the doors
of the Marlin Arms Company
in New Haven Connecticut.

1870
1881
MODEL 1881

Marlin unveils its first
lever-action in response to
rising demand for a reliable
repeating rifle in the
post-civil war era.

Marlin introduces the
solid-top, side-eject
receiver lever action.
The Model 1889 made way
for top-mounted optics
or sights and is the great
grandfather of every modern
Marlin lever action.

1889
1886
SAFETY LEVER
In 18 8 6, Marlin
introduced its unique
lever-actuated,
t wo-piece firing-pin
safet y, still in use in
Marlin rifles today.
Grandfather of ever y
modern Marlin
lever action.

MODEL 39
The Model 39 22LR
take-down was an instant
success and holds the
distinction of being
the longest continually
manufactured firearm
in U.S. history.

1891
1894
This rifle brought all Marlin
lever-action innovations
together in one reliable
platform including a locking
bolt, two-piece firing pin
safety, side-ejection, and the
strongest, smoothest receiver
the industry has ever seen.

MODEL 1894

MODEL 1895

1895
1948
MODEL 336
This new rifle featured
a circular bolt (not
rectangular like its
predecessors) and
improved, ‘Micro-Groove’
rifling, combined in the
most accurate lever
action of its day.

Introduced in 1965, the model 444.Model
444 brought 1½ tons of muzzle energy
to the vault-strong Marlin platform.
A formidable combination for any
North American big game.

MARLIN ENTERS THE MODERN AGE
SILENCER-READY
MODEL 1894

THE 444 MARLIN
CAD 3D PROTOTYPE TESTING
Firearm innovations engineered and
tested using virtual, 3D CAD technology.
The result? Better improvements brought
to production quicker and with higher
precision than ever before.

1965

In 2018, Marlin proudly
introduced its Model 1894
with a threaded muzzle – the
first of a new breed of lever
gun combining the best of our
past with the latest firearm
innovation.

2018
THE MARLIN
DARK SERIES

ENHANCED
QUALITY PROTOCOLS
New quality spot checks at
every step of production with
higher craftsmanship standards
ensure today’s Marlins are the
finest in our 150-year history.

2019

For 2019, Marlin rolls out its
Dark Series – Marlin’s flagship
lever actions – blacked out
and tricked out for the modern
hunter. A host of custom-grade
performance and aesthetic
enhancement never before
seen on this platform.
MarlinFirearms.com |
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ENTER FOR
A
CHANCE
TO
WIN
TH

TWO 150 ANNIVERSARY
MARLIN RIFLES

NOT OPEN TO RESIDENTS OF AK, HI, U.S. TERRITORIES & PUERTO RICO. NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. VOID WHERE PROHIBITED. 202 Marlin Catalog Sweepstakes
(“Sweepstakes”) is subject to terms enclosed and found on marlinfirearms.com. Must be a legal resident of U.S. (includes D.C., excludes AK, HI, Puerto Rico, US
Territories), at least 21 or older at time of entry, with a valid driver’s license. Begins January 1st 2020 and ends on December 31st 2020. Enter by visiting Marlin
10

Firearms Sweepstakes website. Full and official rules can be found on the website. Marlin Firearms is the sponsor and operator of the sweepstakes.

150 TH ANNIVERSARY MODEL 444
VISIT MARLINFIREARMS.COM/150ANNIVERSARY
and enter for a chance to win two limited-edition Marlin rifles.
Our Model 444 Anniversary is a custom grade, gold inlaid
masterpiece, representing the finest in Marlin lever-action
craftsmanship. And the Model 60SS Anniversary, is meticulously
crafted, featuring a special 150th anniversary medallion in its
American black walnut stock. Enter now. Opportunities this big
only come around once every 150 years.

150 TH ANNIVERSARY MODEL 60SS

ENTER AT MARLINFIREARMS.COM/150ANNIVERSARY
MarlinFirearms.com |
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IT’S THE CLASSIC
AMERICAN LONG GUN.

LEVER
ACTION

Accuracy starts in the materials and the craftsmanship. Marlin uses the

TRADITION

finest materials to create the strongest receivers. And our skilled gunsmiths
adhere to the tightest manufacturing tolerances to ensure outstanding results.
The first time you print a group with one of our lever guns is an eye-opening
experience. You’re shooting precision machinery, and it shows.

OUR LEVER-ACTION LEGACY

12

It’s the classic American long gun, a tool of history and just

Marlin rifles. Marlin is the first name in lever-action firearms,

as much a symbol of the Old West as the six-shooter. The

producing classics like our 1894 carbines, 1895 rifles and our

Marlin brand is synonymous with lever-action repeaters. It’s

top-of-the-line 336 series. Each is made from premium grade

a rich tradition, with a heritage stretching back to the Model

steel to create the strongest lever-gun receiver ever built. The

1881, our first centerfire, and the Model 1891, our first rimfire.

action of the lever is ultra-smooth for rapid follow-up shots.

In fact, Annie Oakley trusted the Model 1891 above all others

And for rock-solid reliability, heat-treated solid-steel forgings are

to demonstrate her legendary marksmanship. Today, hunters and

used for the receiver and trigger guard plate. Marlin is always

sportsmen alike are still demonstrating their marksmanship with

working to improve these timeless rifles with new technology.

See page 44 for complete model listing & specifications.

MODEL 336C

MODEL 1895

MODEL 1884

MarlinFirearms.com |
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LEVER
ACTION

NEW MARLIN DARK SERIES.
BUILT IN THE GREAT AMERICAN TRADITION
OF REBELLION.
Introducing Marlin Dark Series, a brand-new look at the strongest, smoothest,

DARK SERIES

most accurate lever actions of all time – for you and your evolving needs.
With custom-grade enhancements that include a stealthy-tough black matte
parkerized finish, black-webbed hardwood stock, threaded barrel, big-loop lever
and XS Lever Rail with ghost ring peep that also accommodates a wide variety
of optics. Available in Model 336, Model 444, Model 1894 and Model 1895.

XS LEVER RAIL
WITH GHOST RING

For easy mounting of a
wide range of optics,
from forward position
to rear, with the rapid
sighting capability of its
ghost ring peep sight.

BIG LOOP LEVER
WRAPPED WITH PARACORD
Rapid follow-ups come natural,
even with gloves.

THE ACCURACY ADVANTAGE
Accuracy is built-in from the ground
up, using premium materials, ultra-tight
manufacturing tolerances and the
strongest lever-action receiver ever
conceived. Extreme rigidity and
outstanding accuracy are the results.

14

See page 44 for complete model listing & specifications.

PARKERIZED FINISH

Stealthy and exceptionally
tough matte black
metal finish.

XS® SIGHTS
FRONT SITE POST

Complements XS
ghost ring peep.

16.25” BARREL
WITH THREADED MUZZLE
Add a silencer or brake
with ease.

BLACK STOCK
WITH BLACK WEBBING
Hardwood painted for
distinctive look.

MODEL 1895 + MODEL 444
PARACORD SLING
INCLUDED
Extremely durable
woven design.

MODEL 336*

MODEL 1894

*Suppressor not included.

MarlinFirearms.com |
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CENTERFIRE RIFLES

LEVER
ACTION

INNOVATION ACROSS
THE AGES.
We took the original look and feel, then combined it with our

1894

best rifle technology to create a gun that looks like history
and shoots like the future.

MODEL 1894CSBL 357 MAG
Its stainless steel barreled action, big loop lever and
XS ® Lever Rail ™ with ghost ring sight makes for easy handling
in tight quarters, rapid target acquisition, and durability in all
weather. Available in 38 Spl/ 357 Mag.

16

See page 47 for complete model listing & specifications.

MODEL 1894CST THREADED*

MODEL 1894C
A classic American favorite, chambered in America’s most popular
pistol calibers and with an 18 ½” barrel. Walnut furniture, deeply
blued metal and 10-shot tubular magazine, semi-buckhorn folding
rear adjustable sight, and ramp with hooded front sight completes its
traditional lever gun profile. Chambered in 38 Spl/357 Mag.

1894

The Model 1894 brought all Marlin lever-action
innovations together in one reliable platform
including a locking bolt, two-piece firing
pin safety, side-ejection, and the strongest,
smoothest receiver the industry has ever seen.
Illus t r ation f r om Marlin 18 9 4 c at alo g t hat show s int er nal p ar t s
of Mo del 18 9 4 me chanism.

*Suppressor not included.

MarlinFirearms.com |
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CENTERFIRE RIFLES

LEVER
ACTION

1894

44 REMINGTON MAGNUM

18

LEVER-ACTION
INNOVATION WITH A
125-YEAR HEAD START.
We took the original look and feel, then combined it with our best
rifle technology to create a gun that looks like history and shoots
like the future.

45 COLT

DEVELOPED IN 1955

DATES BACK TO 1872

DEVELOPMENT INSPIRED BY
GUN WRITER ELMER KEITH

OFFICIAL U.S. MILITARY HANDGUN CARTRIDGE
FROM 1873 THROUGH 1887

COLLABORATION BETWEEN
REMINGTON (AMMUNITION) AND
SMITH & WESSON (REVOLVER)

ORIGINALLY A BLACK
POWDER ROUND

See page 47 for complete model listing & specifications.

MODEL 1894SBL

Fast handling meets magnum punch. Its stainless steel barreled action with big loop lever
cycles flawlessly. An XS ® Lever Rail ™ with ghost ring sight and 8-round magazine capacity,
make it an ideal choice for home defense. Available in 44 S&W Spl/44 Remington Magnum.

MODEL 1894
An elegant carbine chambered for pistol calibers. Its handy size is punctuated
by a quick-pointing, straight-grip stock design and Old West-styled, adjustable
semi-buckhorn sights. Available in 44 Remington Magnum and 45 Colt with a
10-shot tubular magazine and 20” barrel.

MODEL 1894CB
Tapered octagon barrel. Ballard-style rifling. It looks the part for the open
range, but beneath the richly blued finish, classic black walnut stock and
fore-end, beats the receiver of a precision-tuned modern firearm. The
Model 1894 Cowboy has a 20” tapered octagon barrel and is chambered
for 45 Colt, 38 Spl/357 Mag and 44 S&W Spl/44 Remington Magnum.
10-shot tubular magazine.
MarlinFirearms.com |
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CENTERFIRE RIFLES

LEVER
ACTION

BIG BORE

TRIED AND TRUE AS
THE TRADITION THEY’RE
FORGED FROM.
Quick-pointing, fast-handling and classic styling chambered for 45-70 Govt,444
Marlin. These rifles are hard-hitting, big game-dropping powerhouses.

MODEL 444
Flat-shooting, hard-hitting and harnessed in a rifle built with an
all-new level of precision. The 444 Marlin is back by popular demand
to make a permanent mark in the world of big-game hunting. Rifle
features a 22” barrel with 1 in 20” twist, adjustable semi-buckhorn
sights, American black walnut stock, and 4 + 1 capacity.

MODEL 1895G & MODEL 1895GS
Lightweight and hard-hitting, these two lever-action carbines are the rifle
of choice for many professional hunting guides. The Model 1895G has
richly blued steel. Available in 45-70 Govt.
20

See page 45 for complete model listing & specifications.

150 TH ANNIVERSARY MODEL 444

We’re celebrating our 150 th anniversary in the most powerful way possible.
With the flat-shooting, hard-hitting 444 Marlin, now in an exclusive, limited-edition
rifle worthy of the most discerning collectors. Custom-grade features include a
24” half-octagon/half-round barrel, engraved receiver with gold inlay, C-grade
American black walnut stock and fore-end, historical checkering pattern, Skinner
ladder sights, and special serial number – housed within its own commemorative box.

MODEL 1895GBL
At just seven lbs. and 37” in length, the Model 1895GBL is the lightweight
heavy-hitter that’s fast handling in tight spaces. Outfitted with a deeply
blued barreled action with 18½” barrel, six-shot tubular magazine, rigid,
two-tone laminate stock, semi-buckhorn rear sight, with brass bead front,
and big-loop lever. Chambered in 45-70 Gov’t.

MODEL 1895TSBL (TRAPPER)
An all-time favorite big-bore classic, shortened for even faster handling
when it matters most. Stainless steel barreled action with 16½” barrel,
5 + 1 capacity, big loop lever for easy cycling. Skinner ™ peep sight for fast,
easy target acquisition. Available in 45-70 Govt.
MarlinFirearms.com |
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CENTERFIRE RIFLES

LEVER
ACTION

1895

DREAM BIG. GUN BIGGER.
For 2020, the Model 1895 continues to expand its large and
ever-popular family with new big bore offerings and two new
models chambered in 410 gauge. Proving again to be one of
the most versatile lever-action platforms ever created.

MODEL 1895 410
A .410-bore in a tried and true big-bore platform? That’s the idea
that drove the creation of the new Model 1895 – 410. With a
fast-handling lever-action that packs four rounds of follow-ups
for quick-moving small game like squirrel and rabbit. Available in
your choice of fixed open choke and flush choke tubes including
improved, light modified and full. Chambered in 410, 2.5”.

22

See page 45 for complete model listing & specifications.

MODEL 1895SBL

Acquire and fire with a quick-pointing 18½” barrel, and cycle rapidly through six rounds of 45-70 Govt.
with the big loop lever. Features the XS ® Sight Lever Rail with ghost ring and front sight post.

MODEL 1895
The tried-and-true configuration of our famous 45-70 Govt rifle. It features
a 22” barrel with deep-cut Ballard-type rifling, an American black walnut
stock and fore-end with cut checkering and swivel studs.
Tubular magazine holds 4 shots.

MODEL 1895CB & 1895CBA
When you’re ready to hit the trail, reach for this open-range legend. True to
its heritage, the Model 1895CB comes with an American black walnut stock,
26” tapered octagon barrel, and is built with a precision-tuned receiver. The
Model 1895CBA features all of the above in an 18½” tapered octagon barrel.
Both Models include Ballard-style rifling and are chambered in 45-70 Govt.

MarlinFirearms.com |
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MARLIN’S NEW DARK SERIES
AIN’T YOUR GRANDPAPPY’S LEVER GUN
NRA 2019

BY JORDAN MICHAELS | FEATURED IN GUNSAMERICA DIGEST

Yeah, yeah. We get it. It’s a suppressor-ready blacked-out lever gun with a pic rail and paracord loop.
Your grandpappy is rolling in his grave.
But as much as we wanted to complain about the tacticool bros ruining classic Americana, we got a chance to handle
(or fondle, as the case may be) Marlin’s new Dark Model 336 and Model 1895 at this year’s NRA Annual Meetings and
Exhibits, and we gotta admit—these guns are cool.
The Model 336 is chambered in 30-30 WIN and the big-bore Model 1895 is chambered in 45-70 Govt. Otherwise, the
two rifles differ only in the thread pitch on the muzzle. Both come with a paracord sling,
a ghost ring rear sight, and a five-shot full-length tubular magazine.
Weighing in at 7.65 pounds with an overall length of 34.5” and a 16.25” barrel, Marlin’s Dark Series rifles are
maneuverable enough to handle whatever might come, even with a suppressor.
Remington Firearms, Marlin’s parent company, wasn’t shooting from the hip when they decided to tacticalize these
classic rifles. Product Manager Eric Lundgren told GunsAmerica that his team spent time studying customer feedback
on their current offerings and tracking the trends coming out of custom shops.
Turns out, gun enthusiasts have been tinkering with their cowboy sidekicks for years, and Marlin is hoping their new
Dark series can be a turnkey solution for lever lovers wanting to modify a classic rifle.
The most noticeable difference between the Dark Series and Marlin’s more traditional offerings is the finish. The Dark
rifles feature a parkerized metal finish, which Lundgren said is more rust resistant and less shiny than standard
bluing. The stock is also blacked out with webbed paint.
The threaded barrel departs from Marlin’s more recent offerings as well, and the suppressor looks a bit odd
hanging off the end. But Lundgren pointed out that Marlin barrels were threaded many years ago,
so perhaps it’s not as much of a departure as it seems.

24
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CENTERFIRE RIFLES

LEVER
ACTION

336

OFFERS FAST HANDLING,
RAPID FOLLOW-UPS AND JOB
SECURITY FOR YOUR KNIFE.
The Model 336 family are icons of the deer woods. Each rifle here is chambered
in 30-30 Win or 35 Remington, and features Micro-Groove rifling, ensuring that
tags will be filled, mouths fed and the reign of America’s ultimate woods rifle
family will continue going strong.

MODEL 336TDL
The classic ‘Texan Deluxe’ proudly returns to Marlin’s lever-action lineup,
with western straight-grip stock and modern-day precision technology.
The richly blued receiver features light engraving with the Marlin horse
and rider inlaid in gold. But don’t let its aesthetics keep it in the display
case. It’s born to hunt and built for hard use in the field. Features B-grade
American black walnut stock and fore-end, a 20” barrel, semi-buckhorn
rear sight and 6+1 capacity. Chambered in 30-30 Win.

26

See page 44 for complete model listing & specifications.

It is the flagship of our Model 336 family and one of the most popular

MODEL 336C COMPACT

hunting rifles in North America. This compact version features a
quick-pointing 16.5” barrel with Micro-Groove ® rifling, richly blued
finish and 30-30 Win. chambering, it is a timeless embodiment of
dependability, accuracy and handsome looks.

MODEL 336C SCOPED
This hunting machine is chambered for 30-30 Win and features a 20”
barrel with a 3-9x32mm scope factory mounted and bore-sighted.
Decorated in an American black walnut stock and fore-end and
comes with a 6-shot tube magazine.

MODEL 336C & MODEL 336SS
It is the flagship of our Model 336 family and one of the most popular
hunting rifles in North America. Featuring a 20” barrel with Micro-Groove
rifling, richly blued finish and 30-30 Win or 35 Remington chambering, it
is a timeless embodiment of dependability, accuracy and handsome looks.
Also available, the Model 336SS is constructed primarily of stainless steel
for corrosion-resistance and long-term durability.
MarlinFirearms.com |
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CENTERFIRE RIFLES

LEVER
ACTION

336

STILL AHEAD OF ITS TIME
AND AHEAD OF THE DEER,
142 YEARS LATER.
Blazing speed, strength and smooth-as-silk cycling are the hallmarks of
the legendary Marlin Model 336. With classic styling and next-gen precision,
the all-American deer slayer is still ahead of everything else in the woods,
in the gunrack and in the hearts of American hunters.

MARLIN MODEL 336: A LEGACY OF INNOVATION

28

Dependable. Versatile. Accurate. American. The strongest,

action accuracy. Hunters armed with trusty Model 336s have

smoothest, fastest lever-action rifle ever made. Introduced in

dispatched countless whitetails, varmints, hogs, moose, elk, and

1948, the Model 336 broke new ground in design with its solid-

black bears over the last 70 years. Legendary innovation, rock-

steel construction, full pistol grip, easily removable bolt for

solid dependability and lightning-fast handling define the legacy

breech cleaning and — in a visionary move that saw the coming

of the Model 336 and make it one of the most iconic rifles of all

optics revolution—a solid, flattop receiver with side-ejection

time. Now, in 2020, that legendary reputation takes a giant leap

port to better accommodate a scope. In the mid-1950s, Marlin’s

forward with new-era precision for a modern, performance-

Micro-Groove rifling technology set a new standard for lever-

minded generation of American hunters and shooters.

See page 44 for complete model listing & specifications.

MODEL336C CURRLY MAPLE

Shoots like a dream. Looks like a million bucks. How do you improve on one of the most popular
hunting rifles of all time? Add a uniquely handsome curly maple wood stock. The all-new Model
336C contrasts deep, polished blued metal with exotic, blond, hand-selected curly-maple
woodwork. Also features a 20” barrel with Micro-Groove rifling, adjustable semi-buckhorn sights,
and 4 + 1 capacity.

This is the ultimate long-range evolution of our traditional lever action Model 336. Used in
conjunction with today’s spire-point flexible-tip ammunition and a 24” barrel, this rifle turns

MODEL 336XLR

the 30-30 Win cartridge into a 250 yard deer dropper. For weather resistance, all major
components are crafted of stainless steel, and the woodwork is two-tone laminate. It has
a full pistol grip, swivel studs and cut checkering.

MODEL 336BL
America’s favorite lever action keeps advancing. This time with a
big loop lever for faster, more efficient chambering and ejection with gloves on, plus striking laminated woodwork that
improves weather resistance and adds aesthetic appeal. Its 18½” barrel is handy in the brush, and the full-length magazine
tube gives you 6-rounds of 30-30 Win assurance at the moment of truth.

MarlinFirearms.com |
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CUSTOM 45-70

CUSTOM MODEL 39A

336 EXTRA FANCY

1895 MODERN HUNTER

MODERN LEVER HUNTER

CUSTOM 1894 FANCY
30

CUSTOM 336 EXTRA FANCY COLOR CASE

CUSTOM 336 EXTRA FANCY

STEP UP TO
LEVER ACTION
PERFECTION.

Take the world’s strongest, smoothest, most accurate lever action to
custom-grade perfection. From custom engravings and finishes, to
fine-tuned action work and the use of high-grade woods, our lever gun
experts are ready to build the one-of-a-kind Marlin of your dreams.
Choose from our most popular custom offerings below, or let our craftsmen
build the lever action you’ve been dreaming of to your exact specifications.
As only the Marlin Custom Shop can.

CUSTOM 39A FANCY / EXTRA FANCY / EXTRA FANCY PLUS
This lever-action classic has been in continuous production longer than any other
rifle in America. Custom upgrades include stocks, hand-rubbed oil finish, all metal
dehorned, deburred, highly polished and deeply blued or case colored. Finely tuned
action, extra-crisp trigger, and accurizing deliver exceptional precision.

CUSTOM SHOP FEATURES
AND OPTIONS
Checkering
Deburr and dehorn all metal
Cerakote®

MODERN LEVER HUNTER 336 / 1894 / 1895
Built true to the inhospitable territory it was born to thrive in, the Model 1895 Custom

Nitre Blue small parts
Case color receiver

Modern Hunter features the weather resistance of a laminated stock and stainless

High polish blue

steel and Cerakoted finish on all major metal components. Its 18” barrel and XS ® Ghost

Engraving

Ring Sights promote rapid target acquisition, and its big loop lever adds a distinctive

Hand-rubbed oil finish

traditional touch.

Porting barrels
One-piece ejector

CUSTOM 336 FANCY / EXTRA FANCY / EXTRA FANCY PLUS

Action job

Simply, the strongest, smoothest, most accurate lever-action ever created.
Upgraded stocks, hand-rubbed oil finish, all metal dehorned, deburred, highly
polished and deeply blued or case colored, premium sights, finely tuned action
and trigger, accurizing, and much more.

Trigger job and upgrades
Accurizing
Shorten & recrown barrel
Recoil pad upgrades

CUSTOM 1894 FANCY / EXTRA FANCY / EXTRA FANCY PLUS
Built in the tradition of one of Marlin’s oldest lever-action designs, the Model 1894 is
an elegant carbine chambered in America’s favorite pistol calibers. With its full list of
precision and custom upgrades, it’s one of the fastest-handling, quickest-pointing and
collectible lever actions ever conceived.

CUSTOM 1895 FANCY / EXTRA FANCY / EXTRA FANCY PLUS
The tried and true configuration of this famous 45-70 Govt rifle. It features a barrel
with deep-cut Ballard-type rifling, upgraded stocks of your choice and grade pistol
grip stock with checkering. Action and trigger are expertly tuned to deliver silky
smooth cycling and hair-splitting precision.

Thread Barrel

Upgraded Sights

Upgraded Woods

XS rail / Sight
Skinner™
Marble Arms®
Brockman

American walnut
English
Turkish
Bastogne
Maple

CUSTOM LEVER ACTIONS
Whether you’re customizing your favorite Marlin, or building the lever action of a
lifetime, the custom upgrades listed to the right are only the beginning. Talk to one of

TO ORDER A CUSTOM MARLIN FIREARM,
FIND A DEALER BY CALLING

our craftsmen to discuss the possibilities.
MarlinFirearms.com |
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SERIES

RIMFIRE

XT

XT SERIES:
A SERIOUSLY TIGHT
GROUP OF FEATURES.
The most complete family of rimfire rifles ever, our Marlin XT series take
the lead for accuracy, reliability and safety. For a smooth trigger pull, the XT
series features the Pro-Fire Adjustable Trigger. Each barrel has Micro-Groove
rifling to ensure pinpoint accuracy on the range or in the field.

THUMB AND
TRIGGER SAFETY
XT PISTOL GRIP

ERGONOMIC STOCK

XT PRO-FIRE
ADJUSTABLE
TRIGGER

ERGONOMIC STOCK

THUMB AND TRIGGER SAFETY

This ergonomic stock is designed for easy
handling and improved fit and feel. This stock
shoulders quickly and comfortably, helping to
create textbook form round after round.

In addition to the standard thumb safety, the XT
Series features a trigger safety incorporated
into the Pro-Fire Adjustable Trigger, which
prevents the trigger from being pulled until the
trigger safety is fully depressed, for an added
level of safety and confidence.

XT PISTOL GRIP
This pistol grip features a slight palm swell for
a rich feel and solid grip. By improving the
shooter’s overall grip on the rifle, we are able
to improve handling, shouldering, shooting
form and ultimate accuracy.
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REDUCED
BOLT FORCE

See page 48 for complete model listing & specifications.

REDUCED BOLT FORCE
Through improved trigger technology, we are
able to reduce the overall bolt force release, for
easier ejection and faster chambering.

XT PRO-FIRE
ADJUSTABLE TRIGGER
Marlin’s user-adjustable trigger system
allows the shooter to customize the
trigger pull weight between 3 and 6 lb,
while providing the ultimate crispness
and virtually zero creep. Everyone’s
finger works a little differently, and
the Pro-Fire Adjustable Trigger
accommodates those differences to
ensure a crisp, smooth pull every time
for better accuracy.

MODEL XT-22

MARLIN’S EXCLUSIVE MICRO-GROOVE TECHNOLOGY
Micro-Groove rifling has become synonymous with rimfire accuracy. Introduced in 1953 by Marlin, the Micro-Groove
barrel continues to be revolutionary in terms of accuracy, creating a rimfire bore with many more lands and grooves
than conventional rifling (see images below). This system results in less bullet distortion when fired. Less distortion
plus a better gas seal leads to greater accuracy and tighter groups. Micro-Groove rifling is only available from Marlin.

Conventionally Rifled Barrel

Micro-Groove Rifled Barrel

MarlinFirearms.com |
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SERIES

RIMFIRE

XT

THE RIMFIRES MORE
AMERICANS REACH FOR IN
MORE OFFERINGS THAN EVER.
These bolt-action 22s are reliable, accurate and fun to shoot. They come in several
different models, with 4- or 7-shot detachable magazines or 12-shot tube magazines;
synthetic, hardwood or laminated stocks; ramp sights, hooded sights or fiber-optic
sights. All of them have Marlin innovations such as the Pro-Fire Adjustable Trigger and
Micro-Groove rifling. The XT-22 series comes chambered in 22 Long Rifle, which will
also shoot 22 Long or 22 Short. XT-22 Magnum is available in 22 Win Mag.

MODEL XT-22MVSR
Delivers 22 WMR varmint-stopping power downrange courtesy of its rocksteady 22” stainless steel heavy-varmint barrel with Micro-Groove rifling
and recessed muzzle. Comes with 4-shot and 7-shot magazines, Pro-Fire
adjustable trigger, black synthetic stock with molded-in swivels and
stippled-grip areas. Receiver comes grooved, drilled and tapped.
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See page 48 for complete model listing & specifications.

MODEL XT-22MSTL

Combines the all-weather durability of stainless steel with the striking look of a two-tone
hardwood laminated stock. Micro-groove rifling, Pro-Fire adjustable trigger, a 12-round tubular
magazine and rubber butt pad round out its performance enhancing features. Adjustable semibuckhorn rear sight, ramp front sight. The receiver comes grooved, drilled and tapped for scope
mounts. Includes nickel-plated swivel studs.

MODEL XT-22RZ
It’s all the tack-driving rimfire features you need, and nothing you don’t. 22 LR,
7-shot magazine, blued bolt action with Pro-Fire adjustable trigger, 22” blued
barrel with Micro-Groove rifling, black synthetic stock with molded-in swivels
and stippled grip areas. Includes a ½ -28 threaded muzzle.

MODEL XT-22RO
Pick up a box of 22 LR ammunition and you’re range ready. The Model
XT-22RO sports a 9x32 scope factory mounted and bore-sighted atop its
blued 22” barreled bolt action with Micro-Groove rifling. A Pro-Fire adjustable
trigger, 7-shot magazine, and black synthetic stock with molded-in swivels
and stippled-grip areas round out its class-leading rimfire features.
MarlinFirearms.com |
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SERIES

RIMFIRE

XT

AMERICA’S HUNTING AND
SHOOTING PASSION GROWS
UP ON MARLIN RIMFIRES.
They’ve been a rite of passage for generations. Marlin rimfires are the rifles
more Americans take their first shots, first hunts, and first steps toward
being responsible gun owners with. And now, with new advancements in
gun-making technology, the nation’s most comprehensive rimfire lineup brings
a new level of tack-driving precision to America’s hunters and shooters.

MODEL XT-22TR
With its ample follow-ups, it’s the perfect tool for chasing small game or tighter
groups on the range. Has a 22” blued barrel with Marlin’s Micro-Groove rifling, an
adjustable Pro-Fire trigger and a tubular magazine that holds up to 25 rounds of
22 S, 19 rounds of 19 L or 17 rounds of 22 LR. Includes an adjustable rear sight and
ramp front sights.

MODEL XT-22MTR
This bolt-action 22 WMR is equipped with a 22’’ blued sporter barrel with
Micro-Groove rifling, plus a black synthetic stock with palm swell pistol grip
and molded-in swivel studs. Its crisp, Pro-Fire adjustable trigger ensures a
smooth pull. And adjustable rear sight and ramp front sight work get you on
target fast and reliably.
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See page 48 for complete model listing & specifications.

MODEL XT-22TSR

Featuring a tubular magazine, stainless barrel, thumb safety, Pro-Fire Adjustable trigger,
adjustable semi-buckhorn rear folding sight, and high visibility orange front sight this 22 is
ready to go. Available with a black synthetic stock with swivel studs and full pistol grip.

MODEL XT-22
With a Monte Carlo hardwood stock, the XT-22 features a 7-shot magazine,
blued barrel, thumb safety, Pro-Fire Adjustable trigger, adjustable rear sight
and ramp for front sight.

MODEL XT-22M
The unfailing way to drop your mark in the dirt. Has a 22” blued sporter barrel
with Micro-Groove rifling and our adjustable Pro-Fire trigger. Includes both a
4-shot and 7-shot magazine.

MarlinFirearms.com |
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RIMFIRE
XT-22 | MODEL 795
| XT-17

STILL ONE OF THE GREAT
CONNECTIONS A SMART
PHONE CAN’T PROVIDE.
Whether you choose the Model XT-22, Model 795 or Model XT-17, these
rugged, reliable tack-drivers stand out in the woods, ranges and fields
of America like no other rimfires before or since. They’ll be generational
favorites for generations to come.

MODEL XT-17V
A tool for every task... and for varmints, the right tool is the XT-17V chambered in
17 HMR. It sends a polymer-tipped bullet rocketing down range at 2,500+ feet
per second with a laser-flat trajectory. The rugged walnut-finished hardwood
Monte Carlo stock comes with sling swivel studs. The receiver is drilled, tapped
and grooved for your choice of convenient scope mounting options.

MODEL XT-17R
This bolt-action with black synthetic stock is chambered in 17 HMR. Comes with 4and 7-shot detachable magazines.
Features an adjustable open rear sight and ramp front sight atop a 22” blued sporter
barrel.
38

See page 48 for complete model listing & specifications.

MODEL XT-17VSL

Marlin’s renowned accuracy and reliability with the classic looks to match, thanks to its
grey and black Monte Carlo stock and stainless steel barrel. Comes standard with the
Pro-Fire adjustable trigger. Includes both a 4-shot and 7-shot magazine.

MODEL XT-22YR
Designed exclusively for smaller stature shooters, this bolt-action 22 features
a compact black synthetic stock, shorter trigger reach and smaller grip, making
it easier for shooters needing a shorter length of pull to acquire and hold the
proper sight picture. With its 7-shot detachable magazine, and single-shot
adaptor, it’s a perfect introductory firearm to the world of hunting and shooting.

MODEL 795
Accurate. Reliable. Lightweight. This rugged, economical 22 autoloader
features an 18” barrel, 10-shot nickel-plated magazine, and an automatic
“last-shot” bolt hold-open. Its black, fiberglass-reinforced synthetic stock
is virtually indestructible, with molded-in checkering and swivel studs.

MarlinFirearms.com |
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MODEL

RIMFIRE

60

SQUIRRELS. TARGETS.
RABBITS. FUN.
After 54 years and more than 11 million rifles sold, the Model 60 is one of
the world’s most popular 22 rimfires – and an American classic in every
way. Sleek lines cover the handsome, walnut-laminated stock, while the
19” Micro-Groove rifled barrel has a precision-crowned muzzle to split hairs
like no other. From young shooters entering the sport to veterans needing
a straight-shooting companion, choose the 22 rimfire trusted more than 11
million times. And counting.

MODEL 60
One of the most popular 22s in the world. Available in Monte Carlo
walnut-finished hardwood stock.

MODEL 60SB
The added durability of stainless steel paired with a traditional
walnut-finished hardwood stock.
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See page 50 for complete model listing & specifications.

MODEL 60SS
150 ANNIVERSARY
TH

It’s an American classic and one of the most popular 22s the world has ever
seen – exquisitely crafted in every detail. Outfitted with an American black
walnut stock with special 150th Anniversary medallion, 19” stainless steel
barrel, adjustable sights, 14-round tubular magazine, and special serial number.
It’s rimfire perfection, 150 years in the making.

MODEL 60SN
The classic Model 60 with a rugged, black synthetic stock featuring
molded-in checkering and swivel studs. A 4x20mm scope included with
Model 60SN w/Scope (70651).

MODEL 60C
The world’s most popular 22 rifle is also available with synthetic
Monte Carlo stock covered with a pattern.

MODEL 60SS
Our famous Model 60 with the versatility of a stainless steel finish and a
two-tone laminated stock.
MarlinFirearms.com |
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MARLIN 150 TH ANNIVERSARY
LEVER-RIFLE AMMUNITION

MARLIN

In celebration of the strongest, smoothest, most accurate lever actions
ever built, we proudly offer Marlin 150th Anniversary Ammunition. It

AMMUNITION

utilizes time-proven on-game performance, in the most popular lever-action
chamberings of all time, limited production Marlin 150th headstamp and
collectible packaging. Available in a limited edition, one-year production run.
Don’t miss this once-in-a-century-and-a-half opportunity.

MARLIN 150 TH ANNIVERSARY LIMITED EDITION AMMUNITION
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Order #

Index #

Bullet Style

Bullet Wt.
(Grains)

Cartridge

Avg. Wt./
Case

Rounds
Per Box

UPC Box
047700

Boxes
Per Case

UPC Case
047700

2020 MSRP

21398

M30301

Soft Point

150

30-30 Win

10

20

49810 2

10

49811 9

$18.59

21493

M35R2

Soft Point

200

35 Remington

12

20

49820 1

10

49821 8

$35.52

21440

M444M

Soft Point

265

444 Marlin

15

20

49830 0

10

49831 7

$49.99

21442

M4570G1

Soft Point

405

45-70 Govt (Full Pressure)

19

20

49840 9

10

49841 6

$42.23

21257

M22LR1

Hollow Point

36

22 LR

16

225

48310 8

10

48315 3

$13.87

MarlinFirearms.com |
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ACCESSORIES

MAGAZINES
Order #

Description

Caliber

Capacity

Finish

MSRP

71900

Fits Bolt-Actions and Pre-1996 Semi-Auto

22LR

7

Blue

$13.49

71901

Fits Post-1996 Semi-Auto

22LR

7

Nickel

$15.49

71902

Fits Bolt-Actions and Model 795

22LR

10

Nickel

$17.49

71903

Fits Bolt-Action Models 80, 780, 20 and 25

22LR

7

Blue

$17.49

71920

Fits 22 WMR and 17 HMR Bolt-Actions

22 WMR /17 HMR

7

Blue

$15.49

71921

Fits 22 WMR and 17 HMR Bolt-Actions

22 WMR /17 HMR

4

Blue

$15.49

71922

Fits 22 WMR and 17 HMR Bolt-Actions

22 WMR /17 HMR

7

Nickel

$15.49

71923

Fits 22 WMR and 17 HMR Bolt-Actions

22 WMR /17 HMR

4

Nickel

$15.49

MAGAZINES
• 4 -, 7- and 10-shot magazines to fit all
magazine-fed Marlin bolt-actions
• 2 2 LR, 22 WMR and 17 HMR chambering
• Available in blue and nickel finishes

71900

71902

71903

71922

71920

SCOPE MOUNTING BASES
Order #

Description

Finish

MSRP

71930

707146: Scope Mounting Bases for 900 & XT Series Rimfire Bolt-Actions

Blue

$12.99

71931

707156: Scope Mounting Bases for 900 & XT Series Rimfire Bolt-Actions

Nickel

$12.99

71930

71931

SPECIFICATIONS

336 CENTERFIRE RIFLES
MODEL 336 DARK
CALIBER

30-30 Win
(70497)

CAPACITY

5-shot tubular
magazine

ACTION
Lever action with
Big loop lever; side
ejection; polished finish
recoil pad; hammer
block safety

STOCK

BARREL

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

LENGTH
OF PULL

APPROX.
WEIGHT

MSRP

Wood stock painted
black with black
webbing

16¼”

1:10”

XS rail and sights

34½”

13¾”

8 lb.

$967.98

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

LENGTH
OF PULL

APPROX.
WEIGHT

MSRP

1:10”

Adjustable semi-buckhorn folding
rear sight, ramp front sight with
brass bead and Wide-Scan hood.
Solid-top receiver tapped for scope
mount.

37”

13¾”

7½ lb.

$686.58

MODEL 336BL
CALIBER

30-30 Win
(70502)
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CAPACITY

ACTION

STOCK

Brown laminated
Lever action with
hardwood pistol grip
Big loop lever; side
6-shot, full
stock with fluted
ejection; blued steel
length tubular
receiver; polished blued comb; checkering;
magazine
rubber rifle butt pad;
finish, hammer block
blued swivel studs
safety

Specifications subject to change without notice.

BARREL
18½”
blued with
Micro-Groove
rifling
(12 grooves)

SPECIFICATIONS

336 CENTERFIRE RIFLES (CONTINUED)
MODEL 336C
CALIBER
30-30 Win
(70504)
35
Remington
(70506)

CAPACITY

ACTION

STOCK

BARREL

Lever action; side
American black
ejection; solid-top
walnut pistol grip stock
receiver; deeply blued
with fluted comb;
6-shot tubular
metal surfaces; polished checkering; rubber rifle
magazine
blued finish, hammer
butt pad; blued steel
block safety
barrel band with
swivel stud

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

Adjustable semi-buckhorn folding
30-30 Win. 20” with
rear sight, ramp front sight with
1:10”
Micro-Groove
brass bead and Wide-Scan hood.
35 Remington Solid-top receiver tapped for scope
rifling
- 1:16”
(12 grooves)
mount.

LENGTH

LENGTH
OF PULL

APPROX.
WEIGHT

MSRP

38½”

13¾”

7 lb.

$654.41
(70504)
$654.41
(70506)

MODEL 336C WITH SCOPE
ACTION

STOCK

BARREL

Lever action; side
ejection; polished blue
finish, hammer block
safety

American black walnut
stock with pistol grip
checkering

20”

CAPACITY

ACTION

STOCK

BARREL

6-shot tubular
magazine

Lever action; side
ejection; solid-top
stainless steel
receiver, barrel, lever,
trigger guard plate,
magazine tube and
loading gate; hammer
block safety

American black
walnut pistol grip
stock with fluted
comb; checkering;
rubber rifle butt pad;
nickel-plated swivel
studs

20” stainless
steel with
Micro-Groove
rifling
(12 grooves)

CAPACITY

ACTION

STOCK

BARREL

5-shot tubular
magazine

Lever action; side
ejection; polished blue
finish, hammer block
safety

American black walnut
stock with pistol grip
checkering

16 ½”

CAPACITY

ACTION

STOCK

BARREL

30-30 Win
(70530)

5-shot tubular
magazine
(spire point
bullets)

Lever action; side
ejection; stainless
steel receiver, fluted
bolt, barrel, lever,
trigger guard plate,
magazine tube and
loading gate; hammer
block safety

Black/gray laminated
hardwood pistol grip
stock with fluted
comb; checkering;
deluxe recoil pad;
nickel-plated swivel
studs

24” stainless
steel barrel
(6 grooves)

CALIBER

CAPACITY

ACTION

STOCK

BARREL

6-shot tubular
magazine

Lever action; side
ejection; solid-top
receiver; deeply blued
metal surfaces; hammer
block safety

B grade walnut

20” with
Micro-Groove
rifling
(12 grooves)

CALIBER
30-30 Win
(70505)

CAPACITY
6-shot tubular
magazine

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

LENGTH
OF PULL

APPROX.
WEIGHT

MSRP

1:10”

3-9x 32 scope mounted and
boresighted

38½”

13¾”

7 lb.

$785

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

LENGTH
OF PULL

APPROX.
WEIGHT

MSRP

1:10”

Adjustable semi-buckhorn folding
rear sight, ramp front sight with
brass bead and Wide-Scan hood.
Solid-top receiver tapped for scope
mount.

38½”

13 ¾”

7 lb.

$794.58

SIGHTS

LENGTH

LENGTH
OF PULL

APPROX.
WEIGHT

MSRP

Adjustable semi-buckhorn folding
rear sight, ramp front sight with
brass bead and Wide-Scan hood.
Solid-top receiver tapped for scope
mount.

331/4”

12½”

6½ lb.

$693.67

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

LENGTH
OF PULL

APPROX.
WEIGHT

MSRP

1:12”

Adjustable semi-buckhorn folding
rear sight, ramp front sight with
brass bead and Wide-Scan hood.
Solid-top receiver tapped for scope
mount.

42½”

13¾”

7½ lb.

$969

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

LENGTH
OF PULL

APPROX.
WEIGHT

MSRP

1:10”

Marble Arms® semi-buckhorn rear
and ramp front sight

38½”

13½”

7 lb.

$999

MODEL 336SS
CALIBER

30-30 Win
(70510)

MODEL 336C COMPACT
CALIBER
30-30 Win
(70525)

TWIST RATE
1:10”

MODEL 336XLR
CALIBER

MODEL 336TDL

30-30 Win
(70534)

BIG BORE CENTERFIRE RIFLES & SHOTGUNS
MODEL 1895
CALIBER

CAPACITY

ACTION

STOCK

BARREL

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

LENGTH
OF PULL

APPROX.
WEIGHT

MSRP

410 Bore
2½”
(70330)

6-shot, fulllength
tubular
magazine

Lever action; side
ejection; polished blue
finish, hammer block
safety

American black walnut
stock with pistol grip
checkering

22” smooth
bore

N/A

Adjustable semi-buckhorn folding
rear sight, ramp front sight with
brass bead and Wide-Scan hood.
Solid-top receiver tapped for scope
mount.

351/4”

13¾”

8 lb.

$846.94

MODEL 1895TSBL (TRAPPER)
CALIBER

45-70 Govt
(70450)

CAPACITY

ACTION

Lever action with Big
loop lever; side ejection;
5-shot, fullsolid-top receiver;
length tubular
stainlesssteel; with matte
magazine
finish big loop.

STOCK

BARREL

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

LENGTH
OF PULL

APPROX.
WEIGHT

MSRP

Stock painted black
with black webbing.

16½” with
deep-cut Ballard-type rifling
(6 grooves)

1:20”

XS® Ghost Ring Sights with
XS front post.

35”

13¾”

8 lb.

$1,145.89

MarlinFirearms.com |
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SPECIFICATIONS

BIG BORE CENTERFIRE RIFLES & SHOTGUNS (CONTINUED)
MODEL 1895
CALIBER

CAPACITY

ACTION

STOCK

BARREL

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

LENGTH
OF PULL

APPROX.
WEIGHT

MSRP

410 Bore
2½”
(70451)

5-shot tubular
magazine

Lever action; side
ejection; solid-top
receiver; polished
steel; hammer block
safety

American black walnut
stock with pistal grip;
checkering

22” smooth
bore

N/A

Adjustable semi-buckhorn folding
rear sight, ramp front sight with with
fiber optic front sight and Wide-Scan
hood

3¼”

13¾”

8 lb.

$934

CALIBER

CAPACITY

ACTION

STOCK

BARREL

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

LENGTH
OF PULL

APPROX.
WEIGHT

MSRP

45-70 Govt
(70455)

4-shot tubular
magazine

Lever action with big
lever loop; side ejection;
parkerized finish; delux
recoil hammer block
safety

Wood stock painted
black with webbing

16¼”

1:20”

XS® Lever Rail with XS Ghost Ring
and XS front sight post.

35”

13 ¾”

8 lbs..

$967.98

BARREL

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

LENGTH
OF PULL

APPROX.
WEIGHT

MSRP

18½” with
deep-cut
Ballard-type
rifling
(6 grooves)

1:20”

Adjustable semi-buckhorn folding
rear sight, ramp front sight with
brass bead and Wide-Scan hood.
Solid-top receiver tapped for scope
mount; offset hammer spur (right or
left hand) for scope use.

37”

133/8”

7 lb.

$801.83

MODEL 1895 DARK

MODEL 1895GBL
CALIBER

CAPACITY

ACTION

STOCK

45-70 Govt
(70456)

6-shot, fulllength
tubular
magazine

Lever action with WildWest Guns-style big
loop lever; side ejection;
solid-top receiver; deeply
blued metal surfaces;
hammer block safety

American pistol grip two
tone brown laminate
stock; cut checkering;
ventilated recoil pad;
swivel studs

CALIBER

CAPACITY

ACTION

STOCK

BARREL

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

LENGTH
OF PULL

APPROX.
WEIGHT

MSRP

45-70 Govt
(70458)

6-shot,
full-length
tubular
magazine

Lever action;
side ejection; solid-top
receiver; deeply blued
metal surfaces;
hammer block safety.

American black walnut
straight grip stock;
cut checkering;
swivel studs

18½” tapered
octagon barrel
with deep-cut
Ballard-type
rifling (6 grooves)

1:20”

Marble Arms® semi-buckhorn
rear side and Marble Arms
brass bead front sight

37”

133/8”

7 lb.

$917.35

CALIBER

CAPACITY

ACTION

STOCK

BARREL

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

LENGTH
OF PULL

APPROX.
WEIGHT

MSRP

American black walnut
pistol grip stock with
fluted comb; cut
checkering; rubber rifle
butt pad; swivel studs

22” with deepcut Ballardtype rifling
(6 grooves)

1:20”

Adjustable semi-buckhorn folding
rear sight, ramp front sight with
brass bead and Wide-Scan hood.
Solid-top receiver tapped for scope
mount; offset hammer spur (right or
left hand) for scope use.

40½”

13 3/8”

7 lbs..

$759.96

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

LENGTH
OF PULL

APPROX.
WEIGHT

MSRP

1:20”

Adjustable semi-buckhorn folding
rear sight, ramp front sight with
brass bead and Wide-Scan hood.
Solid-top receiver tapped for scope
mount; offset hammer spur (right or
left hand) for scope use.

37”

133/8”

7 lb.

$765.33

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

LENGTH
OF PULL

APPROX.
WEIGHT

MSRP

1:20”

XS® Lever Rail with XS Ghost Ring
Sights with XS front post.

37”

133/8”

8 lb.

$1,168.81

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

LENGTH
OF PULL

APPROX.
WEIGHT

MSRP

1:20”

Adjustable semi-buckhorn folding
rear sight, ramp front sight with
brass bead and Wide-Scan hood.
Solid-top receiver tapped for scope
mount; offset hammer spur (right or
left hand) for scope use.

44½”

133/8”

8½ lb.

$917.35

MODEL 1895CBA

MODEL 1895

45-70 Govt
(70460)

Lever action; side
ejection; solid-top
4-shot tubular
receiver; deeply blued
magazine
metal surfaces; hammer
block safety

MODEL 1895G
CALIBER

45-70 Govt
(70462)

CAPACITY

ACTION

Lever action; side
ejection; solid-top
4-shot tubular
receiver; deeply blued
magazine
metal surfaces; hammer
block safety

STOCK

BARREL

American black walnut
straight grip stock; cut
checkering; ventilated
recoil pad; swivel studs

18½” with deep
cut Ballardtype rifling
(U-grooves)

MODEL 1895SBL
CALIBER

45-70 Govt
(70478)

CAPACITY

6-shot, fulllength
tubular
magazine

ACTION

STOCK

BARREL

Lever action with Big loop
Black/grey laminated 18½” stainless
lever; side ejection;
steel barrel
hardwood pistol grip
polished stainless
stock with fluted comb; with deep-cut
steel receiver, barrel,
lever, trigger guard plate, cut checkering; deluxe Ballard-type
rifling
recoil pad; nickel-plated
magazine tube
(6 grooves)
swivel studs
and loading gate;
hammer block safety

MODEL 1895CB
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CALIBER

CAPACITY

45-70 Govt
(70480)

9-shot tubular
magazine

ACTION

STOCK

BARREL

Lever action; side
American black walnut 26” with deepejection; solid-top
cut Ballardstraight grip stock; cut
receiver; deeply blued
type rifling
checkering; ventilated
metal surfaces; hammer
(6 grooves)
recoil pad; swivel studs
block safety

Specifications subject to change without notice.

SPECIFICATIONS

BIG BORE CENTERFIRE RIFLES (CONTINUED)
MODEL 444
CALIBER

CAPACITY

ACTION

STOCK

BARREL

444 Marlin
(70540)

4-shot tubular
magazine

Lever action; side
ejection; solid-top
receiver; polished
steel; hammer block
safety

American black walnut
straight grip stock; cut
checkering; ventilated
recoil pad; swivel studs

22” with deepcut Ballardtype rifling
(6 grooves)

CALIBER

CAPACITY

ACTION

STOCK

BARREL

444 Marlin
(70543)

4-shot tubular
magazine

Lever action; side
ejection; solid-top
receiver; polished
steel; hammer block
safety

Wood stock painted
black with black
webbing

16½’’ with deep

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

LENGTH
OF PULL

APPROX.
WEIGHT

MSRP

1:20”

Adjustable semi-buckhorn folding
rear sight, ramp front sight with
brass bead and Wide-Scan hood.
Solid-top receiver tapped for scope
mount; offset hammer spur (right or
left hand) for scope use.

40½”

13 3/8”

7 lb.

$769

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

LENGTH
OF PULL

APPROX.
WEIGHT

MSRP

1:10”

XS® Sights Lever Rail with
ghost ring sight

38½”

13 ¾”

8 lb.

$967.98

MODEL 444 DARK

cut Ballard
style

MODEL 444 MARLIN 150 YEAR ANNIVERSARY EDITION
CALIBER

CAPACITY

ACTION

STOCK

BARREL

444 Marlin
(70550)

4-shot tubular
magazine

Lever action; side
ejection; solid-top
receiver; polished
steel; hammer block
safety

Wood stock painted
black with black
webbing

16½’’ with deep

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

LENGTH
OF PULL

APPROX.
WEIGHT

MSRP

1:10”

XS® Sights Lever Rail with
ghost ring sight

38½”

13 ¾”

8 lb.

$1,899

cut Ballard
style

1894 CENTERFIRE
MODEL 1894
STOCK

CALIBER

CAPACITY

ACTION

BARREL

44 Remington
Magnum/44
S&W Spl
(70400),45 Colt
(70445)

10-shot
tubular
magazine

Lever action with
squared finger lever;
side ejection; deeply
blued metal surfaces;
solid-top receiver;
hammer block safety

CALIBER

CAPACITY

ACTION

STOCK

BARREL

44 Spl / 44
Mag (70404)

8-shot tubular
magazine

Lever action with
squared finger lever;
side ejection; deeply
blued metal surfaces;
solid-top receiver;
hammer block safety

Wood stock painted
black with black
webbing

16½’’ with deep

CALIBER

CAPACITY

ACTION

STOCK

38 Spl / 357
Mag (70410)

10-shot
tubular
magazine

American black walnut
20” with deepstraight grip stock;
cut Ballardcut checkering;
type rifling (6
rubber rifle butt pad.
Blued steel fore-end
grooves)
cap; swivel studs

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

1:38”

Adjustable semi-buckhorn folding
rear sight, ramp front sight with
brass bead and Wide-Scan hood.
Solid-top receiver tapped for scope
mount; offset hammer spur (right or
left hand) for scope use.

38½”

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

1:10”

XS® Sights Lever Rail with
ghost ring sight

38½”

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

1:16”

Adjustable semi-buckhorn folding
rear sight, ramp front sight with
brass bead and Wide-Scan hood.
Solid-top receiver tapped for scope
mount; offset hammer spur (right or
left hand) for scope use.

38½”

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

1:10”

XS® Sights Lever Rail with
ghost ring sight

38½”

LENGTH APPROX.
OF PULL WEIGHT

133/8”

6½ lb.

MSRP

$789

MODEL 1894 DARK

cut Ballard
style

LENGTH APPROX.
OF PULL WEIGHT

13 ¾”

8 lb.

MSRP

$1,099
(70404)

MODEL 1894C
BARREL

Reciever and bolt
American black walnut
machined from solid
straight grip stock
steel; blued receiver, bolt
barrel, tube and lever

18½” with
deep-cut
Ballard-type
rifling (6
grooves)

LENGTH APPROX.
OF PULL WEIGHT

133/8”

6½ lb.

MSRP

$788
(70410)

MODEL 1894C DARK
CALIBER

38 Spl / 357
Mag (70412)

CAPACITY

ACTION

STOCK

8-shot tubular
magazine

Lever action with
squared finger lever;
side ejection; deeply
blued metal surfaces;
solid-top receiver;
hammer block safety

Wood stock painted
black with black
webbing

BARREL

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

16½’’

1:38”

XS® Sights Lever Rail with
ghost ring sight

35”

BARREL
16½’’ with deep
cut Ballard
style

LENGTH APPROX.
OF PULL WEIGHT

13 ¾”

8 lb.

MSRP

$1,099
(70412)

MODEL 1894SBL
CALIBER

CAPACITY

ACTION

STOCK

44 Remington
Magnum / 44
S&W Spl
(70432)

8-shot tubular
magazine

Lever action with big loop
lever; side ejection;
deeply blued metal
surfaces; solid-top
receiver; hammer block
safety

Black/gray laminate
stock

LENGTH APPROX.
OF PULL WEIGHT

133/8”

6½ lb.

MSRP

$1145
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1894 CENTERFIRE (CONTINUED)
MODEL 1894CSBL
CALIBER
38 Spl / 357
Mag
(70433)

CAPACITY

ACTION

Lever action with big loop
lever; reciever and bolt
machined from solid
8-shot tubular
steel; polished stainless
magazine
steel receiver, bolt
barrel, tube and lever

STOCK

BARREL

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

Black/gray laminate
stock

16½’’

1:16”

XS® Sights Lever Rail with
ghost ring sight

35”

133/8”

6½ lb.

MSRP

$1145

MODEL 1894CST

CAPACITY

ACTION

STOCK

38 Spl / 357
Mag
(70438)

8-shot
tubular
magazine
(70438)

Lever action with big loop
lever; side ejection; matte
stainless steel metal
surfaces; solid-top
receiver; hammer block
safety

Painted hardwood

CALIBER

CAPACITY

ACTION

STOCK

CALIBER

LENGTH APPROX.
OF PULL WEIGHT

BARREL

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

16½’’ stainless
steel barrel
with a
matte finish

1:16”

XS ghost ring sights

35”

SIGHTS

LENGTH

LENGTH APPROX.
OF PULL WEIGHT

133/8”

6½ lb.

MSRP

$1154

MODEL 1894CB
38 Spl / 357
Mag (70440)
45 Colt (70444)
44 Remington
Magnum
(70442)

10-shot
tubular
magazine

BARREL

TWIST RATE

Reciever and bolt
1:16” (70440)
American black walnut Polished 20”
machined from solid
straight grip stock
octagon barrel 1:38”(70444 &
steel; blued receiver, bolt
70442)
barrel, tube and lever

Marble Arms® sights –
semi-buckhorn rear front sight

38½”

LENGTH APPROX.
OF PULL WEIGHT

133/8”

6½ lb.

MSRP
$1092
(70440)
$1092
( 70442)
$1092.53
(70444)

XT-22 SERIES
M O D E L X T- 2 2
CALIBER

CAPACITY

ACTION

STOCK

22 LR
(70759)

7-shot
magazine

Blued bolt-action,
thumb safety, red
cocking indicator

Finished hardwood
with swivel studs,
full pistol grip

BARREL

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

22” blued barrel
with MicroGroove rifling
(16 grooves)

1:16”

Adjustable ramp sights. Receiver
grooved for scope mount, drilled
and tapped for scope bases.

41”

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

1:16”

Receiver grooved for scope
mount, drilled and tapped for
scope bases.

41”

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

1:16”

3-9x32 scope and rings factory
mounted and bore sighted.

41”

LENGTH APPROX.
OF PULL WEIGHT
13¼”

6 lb.

MSRP

$243.78

M O D E L X T- 2 2 R Z
CALIBER

CAPACITY

ACTION

22 LR
(70763)

7-shot
magazine

Blued bolt-action,
thumb safety, red
cocking indicator

STOCK

BARREL

Black synthetic stock 22” blued barrel
with Microwith palm swell, full pistol
Groove rifling
grip, molded in swivels,
(16 grooves)
and stippled grip areas

LENGTH APPROX.
OF PULL WEIGHT
13¼”

6 lb.

MSRP

$274.38

M O D E L X T- 2 2 R O
STOCK

CALIBER

CAPACITY

ACTION

BARREL

22 LR
(70778)

7-shot
magazine

Blued bolt-action,
thumb safety, red
cocking indicator

CALIBER

CAPACITY

ACTION

STOCK

BARREL

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

22 LR
(70779)

7-shot
magazine

Blued bolt-action,
thumb safety, red
cocking indicator

Black synthetic stock
with palm swell, full
pistol grip, molded in
swivels, and stippled
grip areas

22” blued
barrel with
Micro-Groove
rifling (16
grooves)

1:16”

Adjustable open rear sight, ramp
front sights. Receiver grooved for
scope mount, drilled and tapped
for scope bases.

41”

CALIBER

CAPACITY

ACTION

STOCK

BARREL

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

22 WMR
(70783)

4-shot and
7-shot
magazines

Blued bolt-action,
thumb safety, red
cocking indicator

Black synthetic stock
with palm swell, full
pistol grip, molded in
swivels, and stippled
grip areas

22” blued
barrel with
Micro-Groove
rifling (20
grooves)

1:16”

Adjustable open rear sight, ramp
front sights. Receiver grooved for
scope mount, drilled and tapped
for scope bases.

41”

CALIBER

CAPACITY

ACTION

STOCK

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

22 WMR
(70791)

4-shot and
7-shot
magazines

Blued bolt-action,
thumb safety, red
cocking indicator

1:16”

Adjustable open rear sight, ramp
front sights. Receiver grooved for
scope mount, drilled and tapped
for scope bases.

41”

Black synthetic stock 22” blued barrel
with Microwith palm swell, full pistol
Groove rifling
grip, molded in swivels,
(16 grooves)
and stippled grip areas

LENGTH APPROX.
OF PULL WEIGHT
13¼”

6½ lb.

MSRP

$274.38

M O D E L X T- 2 2 R
LENGTH APPROX.
OF PULL WEIGHT
13¼”

6 lb.

MSRP

$233.58

M O D E L X T- 2 2 M R
LENGTH APPROX.
OF PULL WEIGHT
13¼”

6 lb.

MSRP

$264.18

M O D E L X T- 2 2 M
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BARREL

22” blued
Monte Carlo walnutbarrel with
finished hardwood
with swivel studs, full Micro-Groove
rifling (20
pistol grip, tough
grooves)
Mar-Shield finish

LENGTH APPROX.
OF PULL WEIGHT
13¼”

6 lb.

MSRP

$274.38

SPECIFICATIONS

XT-22 SERIES (CONTINUED)
M O D E L X T- 2 2 T R
CALIBER

CAPACITY

ACTION

STOCK

BARREL

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

22 S, L, LR
(70821)

Tubular
magazine
holds 25S, 19L,
17LR

Blued bolt-action,
thumb safety, red
cocking indicator

Black synthetic stock
with palm swell, full
pistol grip, molded in
swivels, and stippled
grip areas

22” stainless
steel barrel
with MicroGroove rifling
(16 grooves)

1:16”

Adjustable open rear sight, ramp
front sights. Receiver grooved for
scope mount, drilled and tapped
for scope bases.

41”

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

1:16”

Adjustable semi-buckhorn folding
rear sight, ramp front sight with
high visibility orange front sight
post, cutaway Wide-Scan hood.
Receiver grooved for scope
mount and drilled and tapped for
scope bases.

41”

LENGTH APPROX.
OF PULL WEIGHT

13¼”

6 lb.

MSRP

$239.70

M O D E L X T- 2 2 T S R
ACTION

STOCK

BARREL

22 S, L, LR
(70823)

Tubular
magazine
holds 25S, 19L,
17LR

Stainless steel boltaction, thumb safety,
red cocking indicator

Black synthetic stock
with palm swell, full
pistol grip, molded in
swivels, and stippled
grip areas

22” stainless
steel barrel
with MicroGroove
rifling (16
grooves)

CALIBER

CAPACITY

ACTION

STOCK

BARREL

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

22” stainless
steel heavy
varmint barrel
with MicroGroove rifling
(20 grooves)
and recessed
muzzle

1:16”

Includes rear and front scope
bases only. Receiver grooved for
scope mount, drilled and tapped
for scope bases.

41”

CALIBER

CAPACITY

LENGTH APPROX.
OF PULL WEIGHT

13¼”

6 lb.

MSRP

$304.98

M O D E L X T- 2 2 M V S R

22 WMR
(70831)

4-shot and
7-shot
magazines

Stainless steel boltaction, thumb safety,
red cocking indicator

Black synthetic stock
with palm swell, full
pistol grip, molded in
swivels, and stippled
grip areas

CALIBER

CAPACITY

ACTION

STOCK

BARREL

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

Blued bolt-action,
thumb safety, red
cocking indicator

Black synthetic Beavertail stock with palm
swell, full pistol grip,
molded in swivels, and
stippled grip areas

22” blued heavy
varmint barrel
with MicroGroove rifling
(16 grooves)
and recessed
muzzle

1:16”

Includes rear and front scope
bases only. Receiver grooved for
scope mount, drilled and tapped
for scope bases.

41”

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

1:16”

Adjustable semi-buckhorn folding
rear sight, ramp front sight with
high visibility orange front sight
post, cut-away Wide-Scan hood.
Receiver grooved for scope
mount and drilled and tapped for
scope bases.

41”

LENGTH APPROX.
OF PULL WEIGHT

13¼”

6½ lb.

MSRP

$351.90

M O D E L X T- 2 2 V R

22 LR
(70835)

7-shot
magazine

LENGTH APPROX.
OF PULL WEIGHT

13¼”

7 lb.

MSRP

$243.78

M O D E L X T- 2 2 M T S L
CALIBER

22 WMR
(70855)

CAPACITY

12-shot
tubular
magazine

ACTION

Stainless steel boltaction, thumb safety,
red cocking indicator

STOCK

BARREL

Monte Carlo laminated
22” stainless
two-tone brown
steel barrel with
hardwood with nickelMicro-Groove
plated swivel studs and
rifling (20
rubber rifle butt pad,
grooves)
tough Mar-Shield finish

LENGTH APPROX.
OF PULL WEIGHT

13¼”

6 lb.

MSRP

$386.58

M O D E L X T- 2 2 M T R
CALIBER

CAPACITY

ACTION

STOCK

22 WMR
(70859)

12-shot
tubular
magazine

Blued bolt-action,
thumb safety, red
cocking indicator

Black synthetic stock
with palm swell, full
pistol grip, molded in
swivels, and stippled
grip areas

BARREL

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

22” blued
barrel with
Micro-Groove
rifling (20
grooves)

1:16”

Adjustable open rear sight, ramp
front sights. Receiver grooved for
scope mount, drilled and tapped
for scope bases.

41”

LENGTH APPROX.
OF PULL WEIGHT

13¼”

6 lb.

MSRP

$274.38

XT-22 YOUTH SERIES
M O D E L X T- 2 2 Y R ( Y O U T H )
CALIBER

CAPACITY

ACTION

STOCK

BARREL

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

22 Long Rifle
(70691)

7-shot
magazines
Single Shot
Adapter

Blued bolt-action,
thumb safety, red
cocking indicator

Measured youth black
synthetic stock, full
pistol grip, molded in
swivels, and stippled
grip areas. (12” length
of pull)

16¼” blued
barrel with
Micro-Groove
rifling (16
grooves)

1:16”

Adjustable open rear sight, ramp
front sights. Receiver grooved for
scope mount, drilled and tapped for
scope bases.

33½”

LENGTH APPROX.
OF PULL WEIGHT

11¼”

4½ lb.

MSRP

$243.78
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XT-17 BOLT ACTION
M O D E L X T-1 7 R
CALIBER

CAPACITY

ACTION

STOCK

BARREL

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

17 HMR (70701)

4-shot and
7-shot
magazines

Blued bolt-action, thumb
safety, red cocking
indicator

Black synthetic stock
with palm swell, full
pistol grip, molded in
swivels, and stippled
grip areas

22” blued
sporter barrel

1:9”

Adjustable open rear sight, ramp
front sights. Receiver grooved for
scope mount, drilled and tapped for
scope bases.

41”

LENGTH APPROX.
OF PULL WEIGHT

13¼”

6 lb.

MSRP

$274.38

M O D E L X T-1 7 V
CALIBER

CAPACITY

ACTION

STOCK

BARREL

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

17 HMR (70712)

4-shot and
7-shot
magazines

Blued bolt-action,
thumb safety, red
cocking indicator

Monte Carlo walnutfinished hardwood with
swivel studs, full pistol
grip, tough Mar-Shield
finish

22” blued
heavy varmint
barrel

1:9”

Includes rear and front scope bases
only. Receiver grooved for scope
mount, drilled and tapped for scope
bases.

41”

CALIBER

CAPACITY

ACTION

STOCK

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

17 HMR (70721)

4-shot and
7-shot
magazines

Blued bolt-action,
thumb safety, red
cocking indicator

1:9”

Includes rear and front scope bases
only. Receiver grooved for scope
mount, drilled and tapped for scope
bases.

41”

CALIBER

CAPACITY

ACTION

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

17 HMR (70723)

4-shot and
7-shot nickelplated
magazines

1:9”

Includes rear and front scope bases
only. Receiver grooved for scope
mount, drilled and tapped for scope
bases.

41”

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

1:16”

Adjustable open rear sight, ramp
front sight. Receiver grooved for
scope mount.

37”

LENGTH APPROX.
OF PULL WEIGHT

13¼”

6½ lb.

MSRP

$304.98

M O D E L X T-1 7 V R
BARREL

Black synthetic Beaver22” blued
tail stock with palm
heavy varmint
swell, full pistol grip,
barrel
molded in swivels, and
stippled grip areas

LENGTH APPROX.
OF PULL WEIGHT

13¼”

6½ lb.

MSRP

$294.78

M O D E L X T-1 7 V S L
STOCK

BARREL

Monte Carlo laminated
grey/black hardwood
stock with nickel-plated 22” stainless
Stainless steel boltsteel heavy
action, thumb safety, red sling swivel studs, full
pistol grip, rubber rifle varmint barrel
cocking indicator
butt pad, tough
Mar-Shield finish

LENGTH APPROX.
OF PULL WEIGHT

13¼”

7 lb.

MSRP

$437.58

795 SERIES
MODEL 795
CALIBER

22 Long Rifle
only (70680)

CAPACITY

ACTION

Autoloading; side
ejection; automatic
10-shot nickel“last-shot” bolt holdplated
open; manual bolt holdmagazine
open; cross-bolt safety

STOCK

BARREL

Monte Carlo black
18” with Microfiberglass-filled
synthetic with swivel Groove rifling
(16 grooves)
studs and molded-in
checkering

LENGTH APPROX.
OF PULL WEIGHT

131/4”

4½ lb.

MSRP

$192.17

MODEL 60 RIMFIRE
MODEL 60
CALIBER

22 Long Rifle
Only (70620)

CAPACITY

ACTION

Autoloading; side
14-shot
ejection; manual and
tubular
automatic “last-shot”
magazine with bolt
hold open; receiver
patented
top
has serrated, nonclosure
glare
finish; cross-bolt
system
safety

STOCK

BARREL

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

Monte Carlo walnutfinished laminate; full
pistol grip; tough MarShield finish

19” with MicroGroove rifling
(16 grooves)

1:16”

Adjustable open rear sight, ramp
front sight. Receiver grooved for
scope mount.

37½”

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

1:16”

Adjustable open rear sight, ramp
front sight. Receiver grooved for
scope mount.

37½”

LENGTH APPROX.
OF PULL WEIGHT

131/4”

5½ lb.

MSRP

$212.91

MODEL 60C
CALIBER

22 Long Rifle
Only (70624)
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CAPACITY

ACTION

Autoloading; side
14-shot
ejection; manual and
tubular
automatic
“last-shot”
magazine with bolt hold open;
receiver
patented
top has serrated, nonclosure
glare
finish;
cross-bolt
system
safety

Specifications subject to change without notice.

STOCK

BARREL

Monte Carlo synthetic
with Realtree®
19” with MicroHardwoods™
Groove rifling
camouflage pattern; full (16 grooves)
pistol grip

LENGTH APPROX.
OF PULL WEIGHT

131/4”

5½ lb.

MSRP

$251.02

SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL 60 RIMFIRE

(CONTINUED)
MODEL 60SB

CALIBER

CAPACITY

ACTION

STOCK

BARREL

22 Long Rifle
Only (70630)

14-shot
tubular
magazine with
patented
closure
system

Autoloading; side
ejection; manual and
automatic
“last-shot” bolt hold
open; cross-bolt safety;
stainless steel barrel

Monte Carlo walnutfinished laminate; full
pistol grip; tough MarShield finish

19” with MicroGroove rifling
(16 grooves)

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

1:16”

Adjustable semi-buckhorn folding rear
sight, ramp front sight with highvisibility post and cutaway Wide-Scan
hood. Receiver grooved for scope
mount.

37½”

LENGTH APPROX.
OF PULL WEIGHT

131/4”

5½ lb.

MODEL 60SS 150 YEAR ANNIVERSARY EDITION
CALIBER

CAPACITY

ACTION

22 Long Rifle
(70646)

14-shot
tubular
magazine

Autoloading; side
ejection; manual and
automatic
“last-shot” bolt hold
open; cross-bolt safety;
stainless steel barrel

CALIBER

CAPACITY

ACTION

STOCK

BARREL

American black walnut- 19” with Microstock with 150 Year
Groove rifling
Anniversary medallion
(16 grooves)

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

1:16”

Adjustable semi-buckhorn folding rear
sight, ramp front sight with highvisibility post and cutaway Wide-Scan
hood. Receiver grooved for scope
mount.

37½”

LENGTH APPROX.
OF PULL WEIGHT

131/4”

5½ lb.

MODEL 60SN, 60SN WITH SCOPE

Autoloading; side
14-shot
ejection; manual and
22 Long Rifle
tubular
automatic
“last-shot”
Only (70650)
magazine with bolt hold open;
receiver
patented
22 Long Rifle w/
top has serrated, nonclosure
Scope (70651)
glare finish; cross-bolt
system
safety

STOCK

BARREL

Black fiberglass-filled
synthetic stock with 19” with Microswivel studs; full pistol Groove rifling
grip and molded-in
(16 grooves)
checkering

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

1:16”

60SN – Adjustable open rear sight,
ramp front sight. Receiver grooved
for scope mount.
60SN w/Scope – Available with
4x20mm scope and mounts. Adjust
able open rear sight; ramp front sight.

37½”

LENGTH APPROX.
OF PULL WEIGHT

13 /4”
1

5½ lb.
60SN
6 lbs
60SN
with
Scope

MODEL 60SS
CALIBER

CAPACITY

ACTION

STOCK

BARREL

TWIST RATE

SIGHTS

LENGTH

22 Long Rifle
Only (70660)

14-shot
tubular
magazine with
patented
closure
system

Autoloading; side
ejection; manual and
automatic “last-shot”
bolt hold open; crossbolt safety; stainless
steel barrel

Monte Carlo laminated
two-tone black/grey
hardwood; full pistol
grip; tough Mar-Shield
finish; rubber rifle butt
pad; nickel-plated
swivel studs

19” with MicroGroove rifling
(16 grooves)

1:16”

Adjustable semi-buckhorn folding
rear sight, ramp front sight with highvisibility post and cutaway WideScan hood. Receiver grooved for
scope mount.

37½”

Weights, stock dimensions, checkering pattern and wood grain may vary according to the individual firearm. Marlin Firearms reserves the right to
change or modify its products without notice. Pricing may vary by model, specification, color, size and availability. Follow the safety rules printed
in firearms instruction books and on ammunition boxes. If you do not have an instruction book for your Marlin firearm, write to Marlin Firearms,
P.O. Box 1871, Madison, NC 27025 for a free copy or visit our website at www.marlinfirearms.com. Please specify the model and serial number.
The firearms herein have been photographed with the actions closed to properly showcase their features. In actual practice, any firearm not in use
must be left with the ammunition removed, action open and safety on. Consumer Information, Arms Service, Parts and Repairs: 800-544-8892.
Visit us on the web at www.marlinfirearms.com.

LENGTH APPROX.
OF PULL WEIGHT

131/4”

5½ lb.

MARLIN FIREARMS
P.O. Box 1871
Madison, NC 27025-1871
Phone: 800-544-8892
Fax: 336-548-7801
Email: info@marlinfirearms.com

KEEPING THE HISTORY OF MARLIN F IREARMS ALIVE. ONE OF AMERICA’S OLDEST,
INDEPENDENT FIREARMS COLLECTING ORGANIZATIONS INVITES YOU TO BECOME A MEMBER.
Through your membership you’ll receive 3 to 4 issues ofThe Marlin Collector newsletter annually, helping you stay up-to-date on Marlin
collector sales items, as well as current and future activities. You’ll also be able to meet with Marlin collectors from across the country
and around the world, gaining the knowledge and expertise they have to offer. Take advantage of this remarkable opportunity.

DOWNLOAD OR WRITE FOR AN APPLICATION TODAY:
Marlin Firearms Collectors Association, LTD | PO Box 491 | Clay Center, KS 67432-0491
www.marlin-collectors.com
Independent organization not affiliated with Marlin Firearms or Remington Arms Company, LLC.
Marlin, Micro-Groove, Pro-Fire, Soft Tech, X7 and XT are trademarks of RA Brands, L.L.C.. XS is a trademark of XS Sight Systems, Inc.
Realtree Hardwoods HD is a trademark of Jordan Outdoor Enterprises, LTD.. HI VIZ is a trademark of North Pass LTD.
Marshield is a trademark of the Mars Metal Company. *Copyright* 2020 Marlin Firearms, Madison, NC 27025
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LONG LIVE THE LEVER GUN.

MARLIN FIREARMS 
P.O. Box 1871 | Madison, NC 27025-1871 | Phone: 800-544-8892 | Fax: 336-548-7801 | www.marlinfirearms.com
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